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Guidelines for pronouncing plural nouns ending in -s/ -es. 

• For -s, say /s/ after voiceless consonants /f, k, t, p, θ/: “tricks” 

• For -s, say /z/ after voiced consonants /b, d, g, l, m, n, ŋ, r, v, ð/: “songs” 

• For -s, say /z/ after a vowel sound: “ways” 

• For -es after the letters s, z, ch, sh, and x, say /ɪz/: “wishes” 

• For -s after one of these sounds /s, z, ʃ, ʒ, tʃ, dʒ / + silent e, say /ɪz/: “places” 

 

Listen and repeat sets 1-5. 

 

SET 1 – “-s” = /s/ 

laughs  jokes  jumps 

tricks  tots  months 

a. Can you tell jokes that get many laughs? 

b. Which sports involve lots of jumps? 

c. Name some tricks that take months to learn. 

 

SET 2 – “-s” = /z/ 

robes  hogs  lambs  songs  moves 

beds  balls  loons  stores   

a. Do you know any stores that sell robes, beds, and balls under one roof? 

b. Which animals are easier to care for, pigs or lambs? 

c. Do you know what loons are? 

d. Name two songs that inspire you to show your best dance moves. 

 

SET 3 – “-s” = /z/ 

trees  toes  lies 

ways  shoes  toys 

a. Can you identify trees when you see them? 

b. Are there ways for kids to play without toys? 

c. Do you own any shoes that don’t cover your toes? 

d. Would you forgive a friend for telling lies? 
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SET 4 – “-es” = /ɪz/ 

buses  cockroaches boxes  

matches wishes    

a. Are buses an important form of transportation in your city? 

b. If you had one hundred wishes, would you use any to see any big sports matches? 

c. Have you ever lived with cockroaches? 

d. Do you have a lot of boxes in your home? What are they filled with? 

 

SET 5 – “-s” = /ɪz/ 

places  garages   

surprises judges   

a. For some people garages are not just places to park a car. Explain. 

b. Did you ever have a day that was full of pleasant surprises? 

c. Name events that require judges. 

 

SET 6 – Listen and repeat. 

Look at the words in bold. How are the plural endings pronounced?  

Write /s, z/ or /ɪz/ above each boldfaced word. 

 

1. How many languages have you studied over the years? 

2. Name two cultures you find interesting. Do you think the groups have more differences or 

similarities? 

3. If you had to choose only five foods to eat every day for the next five years, which ones would you 

pick? 

4. Besides taking aspirin or other medicines, what remedies can cure headaches? 

5. Which facial features most often define beauty: lips, cheeks, eyes, a smile, or something else?  

6. Do you think learners can have different approaches and meet with equal success in mastering a 

language? 
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Answers to Set 6: 

           /ɪz/            /z/ 

1. How many languages have you studied over the years? 

                     /z/      /s/              /ɪz/ 

2. Name two cultures you find interesting. Do you think the groups have more differences or  

            /z/ 

similarities? 

         /z/         /z/             /z/ 

3. If you had to choose only five foods to eat every day for the next five years, which ones would you 

pick? 

                                                                /z/  /z/            /s/ 

4. Besides taking aspirin or other medicines, what remedies can cure headaches? 

            /z/           /s/        /s/    /z/ 

5. Which facial features most often define beauty: lips, cheeks, eyes, a smile, or something else?  

   /z/          /ɪz/ 

6. Do you think learners can have different approaches and meet with equal success in mastering a 

language? 
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